Welcome to 6-Figure University, a comprehensive and focused “higher
education” for mission-driven entrepreneurs who want a business that
serves them, not owns them.

THE CORE BELIEF OF 6-FIGURE UNIVERSITY
If you consciously choose it, it is possible to have significant financial abundance while working
part-time.
For some this is 3 or 4 days a week. For others it means summers off or
lots and lots of long weekends. Whatever vision of freedom you saw
when you chose to enter the roller-coaster world of being your own
boss, we are here to help you see it through with ease and grace.
We call this Part-Time Profit Path™ Mastery.
Lisa Cherney, founder of the university, has put together a group of
Deep Dive Training Programs designed specifically to provide
entrepreneurs with the precise skills they need to make $100,000 a
year and more, year after year with as little time investment as
possible. In 6-Figure University, she has stripped away the costly
distractions that entrepreneurs fall prey to, leaving behind a program
that teaches ONLY the essential skills required to make a big impact and big money.
Lisa has combined the Deep Dive Training with eight other necessary elements that she knows
ensures business owners stay ON course and OUT of their own way!
1.
2.
3.
4.

Community Support
Private Coaching
In-Person Training
Q&A Opportunities

5. Masterminding
6. Mentorship
7. Collaboration
8. Accountability
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HOW CAN I PARTICIPATE?
The 6-Figure University campus features two levels of participation. The majority of memberships
available are in the 6-Figure U Main Campus while a small elite group can become a part of
Lisa’s 6-Figure U Inner Circle.

THE MAIN CAMPUS
The Main Campus of 6-Figure University is for new or established businesses wanting a Part-Time
Profit Path™ makeover. You may be a new coach just getting started, a seasoned consultant
looking to stop trading hours for dollars, or a successful business owner wanting to offer a new
category of product or service. Or, you may be in a category in between.

The 6-Figure University Deep Dive Training Programs cover the following skillsets:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Marketing message clarity and focused strategy
Selling techniques to easily convert conversations into clients
Group Program development to impact more people
Speaking & Lead Generation strategies
Online Business Foundations to be more efficient and reach more people

These are the exact skills Lisa Cherney mastered to go from 80 hours a week and barely $80K a
year to a multiple 6-figure income working only 3-4 days a week. Up until 2012, these skills in this
combination, with this philosophy, were only available to a small group of Lisa’s private
mentorship clients.
Now, with the founding of 6-Figure University, The Part-Time Profit Path™ Mastery Training is
available to qualified mission-driven business owners ready to consciously choose a 6-figure,
part-time business.
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Well beyond business skills, peace is a central element of 6-Figure University.

Peaceful Prosperity Practices™
The Peaceful Prosperity Practices™ are about
mastering the art of balancing head and heart,
strategy and spirit. Through these practices, we
acknowledge that logic only gets us so far then
the need for intuition kicks in. In fact, the
underpinning of the entire 6-Figure University
program is about maximizing inner and outer
alignment to maximize income and impact.
You can be sure these practices are for you if
you’re ready to hear this greater truth:
If your business does not feel good, it is unlikely it
will evolve into your vision of freedom and
success. Instead it may wind up feeling like just another “J.O.B.”.
Specific Peaceful Prosperity Practices™ will be taught several times a year during special
training calls and at the live labs.

WHAT WILL MY SUCCESS BE?
Your success will depend largely on the action you take. If you have that fire in your belly and a
willingness to seek support when things aren’t burning as hot as you would like, the sky is the limit.
By now, you have heard the stories of success from many of Lisa’s clients and have a rainbow of
examples to look at and find yourself.
Depending on where you are starting from, in one year you can have a business solidly poised
to reach 6-figures in record time. You may also start seeing those zeros added to your income
within 9 months or less. Whatever the case, you will feel like you have a solid, tangible, highly
monetized business that you most desire.

WHAT WILL WE DO?
We will be a team, working together to support each other’s success. We will laugh a lot and
work consistently toward your goals. The 6-Figure University program is structured so that we will
be connecting in some way at least once a week.
Whether it’s a Deep Dive training call, office hours with your professors and coaches, or a
Mentorship & Mastermind call with Lisa, you’ll work directly with us every week to keep you on
track and allow us to provide you with the help you need, when you need it. We will also have
Live Labs a couple times a year where we will meet in person to practice the skills you’ve
learned, mastermind in small groups, learn new techniques, and create connections that launch
businesses and lifetime friendships.
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ALL THE WAYS YOU WILL BE SUPPORTED

GET WEEKLY IN-DEPTH TRAINING & CONDITIONING
5 Deep Dive Courses
The Deep Dive Courses last several weeks to maximize integration and utilization of your new
skills. Lisa Cherney, Lead Professor & Founder of 6-Figure University, teaches three out of five
of the courses. She will be assisted by the 6-Figure University Faculty including Professor Kim
Carpenter and Professor Jane Garee. Natasha Allrich is Lead Professor for Converting
Conversations to Clients.
Two courses are offered simultaneously (you choose which to take) and these rotate
throughout the year. The other courses, not being taught live, are available for self-paced
study on the 6-Figure University Learning Hub. This is a very special and unique feature of 6Figure U. All course materials – recorded calls, handouts, etc., are available 24/7 in the
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Learning Hub, so you can access the resources you need, exactly when you need them.
The Online Business Foundations course, created by Lead Professor Laurie Cantus, is available
exclusively via self-paced study due to the technical nature of the material, the wide
breadth of resources available and our desire to keep the information current.
In other words, the mission critical Deep Dive courses are available for you to take at your
pace, on your schedule, at your convenience – a hallmark of 6-Figure University and the
part-time lifestyle that is your goal.

GET ONE-ON -ONE C OACHING
6 Vouchers for 30-Minute One-on-One Coaching Sessions
Specialized private coaching sessions are available with the 6-Figure University’s
expert faculty and can be scheduled anytime you need it with our easy automated system.
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GET L IVE IN-PERSON TRAINING
2 Part-Time Profit Path™ Live Labs
There is nothing like being together in person! These labs will offer time to experiment and
practice key skills learned in your Deep Dive Courses (like 1:1 selling), offer new training
elements that the group needs, and provide time for connecting in small groups for
breakthrough mastermind sessions. The live labs are currently scheduled for February 28 –
March 2 & September 26 – 28, 2014 and a NEW audio-casting option is available if you can’t
attend live. All sessions will also be recorded for you to listen to afterward.

GET MENTORING AND MASTERMINDING
10 Monthly Group Mentoring & Mastermind Calls with Lisa Cherney
These powerful calls are led by the Founder of 6-Figure University, Lisa Cherney and are
designed to assist you in holding the bigger vision you have for your business and keep you
on track. They include in-depth “Love Seat” support, training and small group masterminding,
assisted by special technology that divides members into small groups. These calls are once
a month for the months when we don’t have in-person Live Labs.

GET YOUR Q UESTIONS ANSWERED
10 Monthly Group Office Hours Calls
These jam-packed calls are once a month for the months when we do not have in-person
live labs. Questions can be submitted prior and all of the 6-Figure U Faculty members will be
on the line ready to be of service to answer ALL questions that are submitted.
Our faculty includes: Kim Carpenter (Head Juicy Marketing Trainer and VP of Operations),
Natasha Allrich (Converting Conversations into Clients Lead Professor), Laurie Cantus (Online
Business Foundations Lead Professor). Jane Garee (Sales and Juicy Offer Talk™ Specialist),
and Phyllis Lesser (Life & Breakthrough Coach, CHO – Chief Hug Officer & Lisa’s mom) and
sometimes we feature special “Guest Professors” with specific expertise (i.e. copywriting,
public relations, joint ventures, etc.).

GET OPPORTUNITIES TO PARTNER, C OLLABORATE & BE ACCOUNTABLE
University Facebook Group & Campus Clubs
Our University Facebook Group is like the “campus quad” where there is always someone to
study with you, commiserate with, celebrate your accomplishments and lend a hand in any
way you need. Lisa and the entire faculty post in the group daily. (Frankly, we are addicted!)
6-Figure U Clubs are formed based on industry, Ideal Client group or interest (i.e. telesummits,
marketing to women, book publishing, selling skills practice, etc.). They are optional and are
intended to facilitate and accelerate referrals, launches, connections, list building and
service swapping. The collaborations between members are one of the most lucrative (and
hidden) benefits of membership.
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On your path to full-time prosperity and part-time hours at 6-Figure U, you will not be alone.

Get Support Exactly When You Need It — On YOUR Schedule!
What if you want to start growing your business now using speaking, but the Speaking & Lead
Generation Deep Dive program is not being taught live? No problem! The training resources will be
available on the 6-Figure University Learning Hub for self-study at any time.
What if you need 1:1 support right now to get over a hump or to make a big scary move? You can
schedule your private coaching anytime with whichever Professor you want by jumping online to our
automated system. (Or post in our Facebook group and get dozens of replies with advice and
support.)
What if you have to miss a Deep Dive training call or one of the monthly Mentoring & Masterminding
calls with Lisa? All the calls are recorded and available within 24 hours for download or replay.

BONUS COURSE #1
Get Clients & Build Your List with Social Media

Make Money with Social Media Without it Sucking up Your Time!
You will learn:

 How to create your social media strategy and track your ROI
 The truth about blogging
 How to add thousands of Facebook fans in the shortest time possible
 Exactly what to post on your fan page to bring more potential
customers to you

 How to avoid Twitter overwhelm by automating your activity
 The biggest LinkedIn mistakes to avoid
 How to set up your LinkedIn profile so that your Ideal Clients
find you

Taught by Guest Professor Michele Scism

($497 value)
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BONUS COURSE #2
“Pump Up the Juice” Virtual Productivity Workshop

Get More Done, Make More Money And Stress A Lot Less!
You will learn:
 How to Get Things Done with more grace and ease. We will focus on David Allan’s
methodology for stress-free productivity that has allowed Lisa to release fear about growing
her business and feel confident that everything is going to get done!
o
o
o
o

Learn how Lisa takes days off without worrying about her to do list
Discover the secret to increased creativity and inspiration
Find out why noticing your energy is equally important to what has to get done
Have the space to get started on creating new productivity habits with the support of
the group

 How to Get Support and Create a Team. We will walk you through how and when to create a
team around you, to maximize your effectiveness even when you feel you can’t afford it.
o
o
o
o

Determine exactly what you need and when
Learn to find the money when you feel you can’t afford to hire anyone
Know how to choose the right team for who you are (and what you need)
Avoid the most common mistakes made when delegating

Innovative Format:
This virtual interactive format is designed to combine training with hands-on same day
implementation. We will also utilize small groups to help overcome resistance, mastermind
solutions and provide support to maximize your opportunity for big breakthroughs.
We will meet over the course of 1 full day via teleclass taking time for teaching, work with small
groups and time at home working individually. This will result in tangible outcomes you can use
right away and new habits on their way to becoming new daily practices. In other words, it will
be transformation and not just information.
You will be provided with multiple tools, assessments, checklists, templates, guidelines and
samples to facilitate your transformation.
Lisa Cherney will be your Instructor along with:
Dr. Greg Cherney, “Black Belt” in Getting Things Done (GTD) Methodology with 20 years experience
leading award-winning high-performing teams at Fortune 500 companies and 5 years as a Chiropractor in
private practice.
Laurie Cantus, Founder of Go 2 Girls, Inc., Professor of 6-Figure University Online Business Foundations
course mother of 3 boys and technology expert in the field of productivity, online business and project
management.

($1,500 value)
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The 2013 Tuition for 6-Figure University is $11,539
The comprehensive program that is 6-Figure University is an investment that will pay you back
year after year in both financial and lifestyle abundance. If you choose to pay up-front in one
payment you can save over $1300, bringing membership in 6-Figure University to just $10,237.
You can explore payment options with a Juicy Coach in your Breakthrough Session.

THE “PAY UP-FRONT” BONUS
Private 1:1 “Mission Booster” Mentorship Call with Lisa Cherney
In this powerful 30-Min session, you will get a personal injection of rocket fuel
that will take you 10 steps ahead, and closer to your 6-Figure+ vision. You will
be seen, resistance will melt away and custom strategies will be birthed for
maximum results and minimum effort!

Full access to your 6-Figure University benefits begins December 1, 2013, with a comprehensive
Orientation Program to answer all your questions.
Acceptance is first come, first served. Once all spots are filled, 6-Figure University will close this
year’s enrollment to new members.
Joint membership for partners and couples is not available for 6-Figure University, however you
are welcome to join as individuals. Or, consider membership in the Inner Circle instead.
This is a 12-month, non-cancellable commitment. There are absolutely no refunds or
cancellations and you are legally and financially responsible for the FULL payment of the
program.
Your support system is waiting, and so is the 6-figure, part-time business you desire. The next step
is yours.
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6-FIGURE UNIVERSITY DEEP DIVE COURSE OVERVIEW
Each of the five 7-week courses is valued at $7500 (for a total value of $37,500) and include:





Weekly Interactive LIVE Sessions via Phone that include teaching, opportunities for questions,
coaching and peer feedback. It’s like having a team with you every step of the way.
Hands-On Interactive Program that includes live sessions combined with structured weekly
assignments, audio lessons, step-by-step worksheets, and easy-to-follow templates so you get
what you need for maximum transformation and monetization.
Private 6-Figure University Learning Hub - home to a TON of Lisa’s personal tools including
scripts, checklists, order forms and sample Juicy Offer Talks™ (teleclass recordings and
videos). The Hub makes for easy 24/7 interactions with your professors, downloading of
materials and peer feedback.

#1 – JUICY MARKETING ($7500 VALUE)
Stand Out & Be Juicy™

Magnetize Your Marketing Blueprint Program


Add thousands of dollars to your bottom line by claiming your Ideal Client(s). (Focus your
marketing on the ones who are ready, so you to maximize time, effort & income!)



Communicate your unique approach using a step-by-step method for finding the perfect
words for ANY and all marketing needs.



Create a rockin’ new expert title, program or company tagline. NEVER have any comparison
to any “competition” ever! Say good-bye to “Life Coach” or “Business Consultant” or
whatever standard title everyone else in your industry uses.



Attract tons of your Ideal Clients by using powerful marketing strategies that fit any budget.



Articulate the outcome of your work with clarity and conviction. This is the #1 thing clients
want to know. Get their attention with the result they can expect, and they will invest in
themselves through you.



Market ANY product, service or business you ever have by implementing this simple system
you can use over and over!
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#2-SELLING ($7500 VALUE)
Converting Conversations to Clients™

Feel Good Selling without Sacrificing Your Soul

This is a system that will teach you step-by-step how to effortlessly Convert Your Conversations
Into Clients. You will learn:


Exactly what to say without selling your soul or selling yourself short.



How to show up powerfully and ask for the money you deserve with ease and grace.



How to confidently address your prospects concerns and objectives without hesitating on
what to say in fear of losing them as a potential client.



The conversational-based strategy session model that speaks to your unique selling style, uses
your authentic voice, and keeps your Ideal Clients interested in hearing more .



What magic words naturally build trust and rapport, and exactly what words to avoid that will
create negative triggers in your prospect’s mind.



How to generate strategy sessions, enjoy enrolling clients and keep the sales you make.



What to do after the sale to avoid refund requests and retain more clients.



Discover your Unique Sales Personality Style, including your strengths and blind spots that may
hinder your selling success.

#3 – GROUP PROGRAMS ($7500 VALUE)
Creating Juicy Group Programs That Make Big Money,
Get Results & Double Your Time Off





Transform the genius of your private/hourly work into curriculum for a group program that
gets better results than your 1:1 work! (Or save groups for later and learn to package and
systemize your 1:1 work to offer longer-term higher-ticket programs.)
Determine the best tool to use to deliver each part of your content (audio, worksheets,
teaching live, small groups, etc.)



Learn to appeal to a variety of adult learning styles so your program is not just information,
but transformation.



Birth a juicy name and juicy benefits that communicate the value of your program.



Ensure you love teaching the groups as much, if not more, than your private work, by
designing the format to fit your strengths and passions.



Learn all the ways to build community in your group so they “get hooked” on the support,
lean on each other and exponentially increase their transformation.



Determine your price and craft a juicy offer that makes you feel confident. (And fills your
program fast!)
Build in an accountability system so they get stuff done and stay engaged.
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Capitalize on your Juicy Marketing expertise and new selling skills to fill your group program
within weeks!

#4 - Speaking & Lead Generation ($7500 VALUE)
How to Use Speaking to Get Clients and
Simple Lead Generation Systems



Create a Juicy Offer Talk™ (JOT) that results in dozens of highly qualified prospects asking to meet with
you! (Our JOT Formula is an easy “plug and play” template designed so you never feel like you are
selling … only serving.)



Create a juicy talk title and speaker kit that has promoters jumping to book you because they know
your talk will bring in tons of participants.



Understand exactly how to modify your Juicy Offer Talk™ for teleclasses, telesummits and radio
interviews to ensure maximum lead capture (even what to say and when to say it).



Create an awesome freebie that inspires sign ups and builds your list (including the juicy name,
seductive benefits and hot content).



Maximize all lead generating opportunities by creating a solid follow up process that transforms their
interest into an investment in working with you.



Learn the secrets for how to book gigs, what to say, where to find them and how to have them
begging for you to speak (and how to make sure you fill your database with qualified leads.)

# 5 – ONLINE BUSINESS FOUNDATIONS ($7500 VALUE)
Online Business Foundations to Amplify Your Impact
This Deep Dive course is a SELF-STUDY step-by-step training that is ready when you are. This
course was especially designed for members who are not “techy” but want to utilize the power
of doing business online. Each lesson includes diagrams, videos, checklists, hot links to resources
and expert recommendations so you can easily utilize online business tools to be more efficient
and reach more people.
Topics Include:


Understanding the Opt In Box – the key to list building and more



Implementing Strategy Sessions – Automate it so you can focus on closing the deal



Technology Systems – What to use and how to choose (email, shopping carts, and
merchant accounts demystified)



Key questions to ask a virtual assistant before you work with them



15 free and cheap ways to market your teleseminar or webinar



How to create a simple website using Wordpress



and more...
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The Inner Circle is for you if you are ready to realize the biggest version of success you can see, and need
support to make it a reality. It’s also for you if you feel you are on the verge of a quantum leap, but don’t
see all the details yet and need expert assistance to bring it into the world in record time. You are already
making good money, but you may not have a life you love. You feel like the time is now to make a big
impact. Inner Circle members are ready to transform any remaining self-doubt into the fuel that will
create a quantum leap.
Lisa’s Inner Circle is limited to 10 members only.

W HAT MAKES THE I NNER C IRCLE UNIQUE ?
When you are with Lisa Cherney as mentor and guide in your business, you will always know the truth of
any given situation and how to handle it in a way that feels good and teaches you something along the
way. She is a master at navigating the ups and downs of business in a way that always yields growth and
permanent changes.
Your time in the Inner Circle will not be just about the best strategy, the best system, and the best
marketing, it will be about the best way to be yourself in your business. The best way to BE in your business.
And when you are “being” the best version of you, the doing comes with grace, ease and joy. There is
balance and a flow that comes when you are connected to your higher purpose while at the same time
connected to Source. This is what Lisa has done, year after year for herself and countless clients and it’s
what she shows you how to do for yourself.

W HAT IS THE POSSIBILITY ?
The result of membership in the Inner Circle is a business where you feel in total alignment in all areas. This
means that you will have a flow of money and a flow of time. This means that when you look at your day
and see what you are to do you will be excited and joyful.
When Lisa is your mentor and your guide, you will not want to go
to any other place for guidance except yourself. You will trust
yourself and that will yield unimaginable results. You are on a
path of self-discovery like no other you have ever experienced,
because your business will be at the core of that discovery. Your
business will be a reflection of your purpose on the planet at its
highest level.
The results are beyond what you can see for your life right now. That is why you join the
Inner Circle. To see yourself through Lisa’s eyes of possibility and to embrace your business as the spiritual
boot camp for an accelerated path to your highest self and highest version of your gift in the world.
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ALL THE WAYS YOU WILL BE SUPPORTED
H ALF -D AY PRIVATE I NDUCTION M EETING WITH LISA
It all kicks-off with an extended private 3-hour session (via phone or Skype) where Lisa gets an immediate
opportunity to focus 100% of her attention on you, the current state of your business, and more
importantly, your 6 or 7-figure vision for the coming year. Then Lisa adds her vision of possibility with the
intention to create maximum flow! Prospective meeting dates are December 2013 or January 2014.

12 M ONTHLY O NE - ON-ONE PRIVATE M ENTORING CALLS
Inner Circle members receive scheduled 45-minute private coaching/mentoring calls each month where
you will review your advancement one-on-one, ask and answer questions, and ensure you are on track
toward your goals. Lisa will offer strategic and “sourced” guidance to ensure breakthroughs.

T WO - 2 ½ D AY PRIVATE I NNER C IRCLE RETREATS

WITH

LISA

Two times a year the Inner Circle will come together for carefully crafted 2 ½-day events featuring indepth business training as well as structured masterminding. You will also have the opportunity to be
featured in the “love seat” for a live personal business makeover. This is where strategy will meet divine
guidance. Our prospective dates are February 24 – 26, 2014, and September 22 – 24, 2014, and both
retreats will be held in Southern, CA. (These dates coincide with the 6 Figure University Labs so you can
easily attend both back-to-back.)

T WICE PER M ONTH (20) I NNER C IRCLE O NLY S MALL G ROUP Q&A / LOVE S EAT CALLS
The Inner Circle will meet every other week. These calls will answer your questions and provide the
opportunity to have “Love Seat” time to receive strategic and intuitive feedback from Lisa. Group
masterminding will be highly encouraged, as all members come with their own expertise!

P RIVATE I NNER CIRCLE RESOURCE CENTER
Lisa intends for you to learn from all her mistakes and has created a storehouse of private materials only
shared with the Inner Circle. This includes actual recordings of sales conversations (with permission of
course), multiple email series for product launches, tools for reaching out to JV partners and templates for
filling events as well as formats for creating year-long “upsell” programs. She is always adding to this library
and is an open book to her Inner Circle members.

E XCLUSIVE I NNER CIRCLE FACEBOOK G ROUP
To interact with other Inner Circle members on a daily (even hourly) basis, ask questions, get feedback,
share resources, offer your services, be accountable, celebrate successes (and “failures”) and have each
other’s back.
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Inner Circle Only BONUS

Complimentary Access to 6 Figure University

Inner Circle members receive Complimentary Access to ALL 6-Figure U Deep Dive
Courses, Private Coaching, Bonus Courses, Live Labs, Office Hours Calls,
Mentorship/Mastermind Calls and the 6-Figure U Facebook community for 1 full year.
($11,539 value)

The 2013 Tuition for Lisa’s Inner Circle is $35,040
The intimate and enlightening opportunity of the Inner Circle program is an investment
that will ensure you leave a legacy. If you choose to pay up-front in one payment you
can save over $6000, bringing membership in Lisa’s Inner Circle to just $29,000.
See application for details.

YOUR “PAY UP-FRONT” BONUS
Be featured to over 15,000 of Lisa’s loyal subscribers!
Lisa will send a solo email to her entire list, featuring only you. She will personally
help craft your offer to maximize the opportunity and you will be promoted with her
endorsement. The lead generation potential alone can launch any program or product
overnight!
(Value: Priceless!)

Full access to your Inner Circle and 6-Figure University benefits begin December 1, 2013, with an
Orientation Program to get you started.
Applications are considered on a first come, first served basis.
Acceptance is contingent upon the outcome of a personal interview with Lisa Cherney that will
occur within 1 week of receipt of deposit. Once all 10 spots are filled, the Inner Circle will be
closed to new members.
Joint Membership for partners or couples focused on one business together is available for the same $35,040 investment.
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It’s time to make a conscious decision.
Are you going to “go it alone” or are you going to fill the gaps in your
skills and get the support you need?
Decide what you require to stay on course and arrive in record
time (loving life and not burning out). If you need focused
training, private coaching, a juicy community and skills to help
you stay out of your own way, then you have found what
you’ve been craving.
Only you know if it’s your time and only you know if Lisa is your
mentor.
Remember, your investment is in the only sure thing … YOU!
Options and terms are outlined in the application. There are no
refunds or cancellations once you’ve made this commitment to
yourself. We won’t let you turn your back on the wide open door you put on your path.
Spots in 6-Figure University are limited, and applications are considered on a first come,
first served basis. We look forward to considering you for membership.

To Your Part-Time Profit Path™ Mastery!
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